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YEAR 4 ‘WHAT LIES BENEATH’ KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER

PRIOR LEARNING

You should know:

• The difference between an object and the material from which it is made.

• How to identify, name, group and compare the suitability of a variety of everyday materials on the basis of their properties 

for particular uses.

• The names and locations of the world’s seven continents and five oceans.

• The names, locations and characteristics of the four countries and capital cities of the United Kingdom and its surrounding seas.

• Some events beyond living memory that are significant nationally or globally.

• Significant historical events, people and places in your own locality. 
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HOMO NEANDERTHAL: extinct species of human.

HOMO SAPIEN: species of modern human.

SHELTER: caves

HAND AXE: stone cutting tool

ATATL: stone spear-thrower

AGE EXPECTANCY: 35 years

HUNTER GATHERERS: travel to hunt and collect food

CAVE PAINTINGS: first recorded communication.

RELIGION: worship natural world, spirits

MICROLITH: small, polished, sharp stone tools

ENVIRONMENT: warming, ice melts, forests grow,

Britain becomes an island.

AGE EXPECTANCY: 15 years

BOW & ARROW: long-range weapon

CANOE: short-range water transport

BASKET: weaved container- fishing

SEMI-NOMADIC: camp near water in huts, travel 

for food.

SKARA BRAE: settlement on Orkney Islands

ENVIRONMENT: cold but changeable, glaciers/ice

DOMETISCATION: first pets- dogs

EXTINCTIONS: many species gone e.g. Neanderthals

FOOD: berries, birds, fish, wooly mammoth, deer

STONEHENGE: large stone (megalith) monument

AGRICULTURE: farmed plants and animals

ENVIRONMENT: warmer, trees cut down, clear land, wood

AGE EXPECTANCY: 50 years

SETTLEMENTS: live in one place- mud brick, wood 

and stone houses with hearth, small villages


